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Abstract

Data cleaning is the process of correcting anomalies in a data source, that may
for instance be due to typographical errors, or duplicate representations of an entity.
It is a crucial task in customer relationship management, data mining, and data
integration. With the growing amount of XML data, approaches to effectively and
efficiently clean XML are needed, an issue not addressed by existing data cleaning
systems that mostly specialize on relational data.

We present XClean, a data cleaning framework specifically geared towards
cleaning XML data. XClean’s approach is based on a set of cleaning operators,
whose semantics is well-defined in terms of XML algebraic operators. Users
may specify cleaning programs by combining operators by means of a declar-
ative XClean/PL program, which is then compiled into XQuery. We describe
XClean’s operators, language, and compilation approach, and validate its effec-
tiveness through a series of case studies.

1 Motivation

Data cleaning is the process of correcting anomalies in a data source, that may for
instance be due to typographical errors, formatting differences, or duplicate represen-
tations of an entity. It is a crucial task in customer relationship management, data
mining, and data integration. Relational data cleaning is performed in specialized
frameworks [14, 22, 27], or by specialized modules in modern relational database man-
agement systems [7].

With the growing popularity of XML and the large volumes of XML data becoming
available, approaches to effectively and efficiently clean XML data are needed. In
developing such an approach, some of the lessons learned from the relational data
cleaning experience clearly apply:
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Modularity. Data cleaning processes should bemodularin order to allow the compo-
sition of such processes from a set of smaller, interchangeable building blocks. Mod-
ularity brings several benefits. It facilitates reusing existing cleaning transformations,
simplifies the process of debugging and inspecting the data transformation process, and
it allows incremental development, maintenance and evolution of the cleaning process.
Declarativity. By declaratively describing the cleaning process, its logic can be de-
coupled from the actual processing and its implementation. This makes data cleaning
processes easier to write and to debug than alternative approaches, based on imperative
code. Declarative cleaning programs allow concentrating on the cleaning tasks, while
delegating the storage and optimization issues to the underlying data management sys-
tems.
DBMS-backed data cleaning. Many transformations involved in data cleaning
are closely related to those typically applied inside database management systems
(DBMSs). Therefore, cleaning data on top of a DBMS allows taking advantage of
its functionalities, including persistence, transactions etc. but also query optimization,
which may speed up the cleaning.

Some XML data cleaning features make a departure from its relational counterpart,
raising new challenges and opportunities:
Cleaning rich-structure data. Different XML representations of similar real-world
objects may exhibit bigger differences among them than similar tuple-based ones.
Thus, object properties may be multi-valued, the order and the hierarchical organi-
zation of data inside elements may vary. Furthermore, crucial information describing
the way XML nodes relate to one another is encapsulated by their parent-child rela-
tionships. Thus, XML data cleaning needs to preserve and exploit these relationships,
whereas relations between tuples were fully captured by the values they contained.
Cleaning XML with XQuery? Relational data cleaning’s reliance on RDBMSs
was limited by expressive power mismatches between the cleaning primitives and
SQL. Features such as user-defined aggregate functions, transitive closure computa-
tion, nested tables etc. are either not fully supported by the language, or not well sup-
ported by existing systems. In contrast, the standard XML query language, XQuery,
is Turing-complete, raising the question whether simply writing XQuery queries may
not suffice for data cleaning? While this approach can be made to work, it amounts
to writing fresh code for every new cleaning problem, which does not agree with our
modularity requirement.
XML cleaning functions. Typical data cleaning steps, such as distance computa-
tion or duplicate detection, are quite complex and/or expensive [23, 11, 25], and the
best way to implement them may not be via XQuery. XQuery supports external func-
tions [32], and RDBMSs feature robust execution techniques for queries using such
functions [15], which can be easily adopted by XQuery processors, too. Thus, the
presence of valuable, non query-like libraries useful for XML cleaning is not a funda-
mental obstacle in executing XML cleaning via XQuery.

We present XClean, the first modular, declarative system for native XML data
cleaning. This work makes the following contributions. (i) We define a set ofcleaning
operators, to be combined in arbitrary complex cleaning processes, viewed as operator
graphs. (ii) We provide a high-leveloperator definition language, called XClean/PL,
andcompileit into XQuery, to be executed on top of any XQuery processor. (iii) We



Figure 1: XClean Architecture

validate the expressive power and ease of use of XClean by means of several case
studies.

The paper is organized as follows. We outline XClean architecture, and its op-
erators, in Sec. 2; formal operator definitions can be found in 3. XClean/PL and its
compilation to XQuery are outlined in Sec. 4. We evaluate XClean on several case
studies in Sec. 5, discuss related works in Sec. 6, then we conclude.

2 XClean Overview

The XClean system described in this paper is a data cleaning system that allows declar-
ative and modular specification of a cleaning process. In this section, we first present
the overall XClean system, and then introduce the XClean operators enabling modu-
larity.

2.1 XClean Architecture

The architecture of the XClean system is depicted in Fig. 1. A user specifies an XClean
program in our proposed declarative XClean/PL language (see Sec. 4). An XClean/PL
program specifies a set of XClean operators, and the way their inputs and outputs are
connected. The system provides a function library including commonly used functions
(e.g., date formating for scrubbing, edit distance for string similarity, transitive closure
for clustering) which may be used in XClean/PL programs.

the XQuery standard language [32] is a feature-rich language widely implemented
by major DBMS vendors (such as IBM, Oracle, Microsoft etc.), and free-source
projects (e.g. Saxon, BerkeleyDB/XML etc.) Thus, we design XClean/PL with the
goal of minimizing the cognitive effort for the average XQuery user, and provide an
approach for compiling XClean/PL programs into XQuery; such an XQuery outputs the
clean XML data. This allows to execute the programs on top of any XQuery-enabled
platform. The interest of the XClean/PL language in itself is to provide custom syntax
for cleaning-specific operators, increasing thereadability and ease of maintenanceof
cleaning programs, while being significantly moreconcisethan the resulting XQuery
programs.

XML cleaning functions can be defined as XQuery functions, implemented either
in XQuery or in an external language [32].

The focus of this paper is on XClean operators, XClean/PL, and its compilation
to XQuery. XQuery optimization is a separate research area by itself; the study of
particular optimization issues raised by XClean/PL translated programs is part of our
future work.



Operator Goal
Candidate Selection (CS) Select elements to be cleaned.

Scrubbing (SC) Remove errors in text (typos, format, ...).
Enrichment (EN) Specify data that supports cleaning.

Duplicate filtering (DF) Filter non-duplicate element pairs.
Pairwise duplicate Classify pairs of elements as duplicates,
classification (DD) non-duplicates, ...

Duplicate clustering (DC) Determine clusters of duplicates.
Fusion (FU) Create unique representation of an entity.

XML view (XV) Create XML view of clean data.

Table 1: Overview of XClean Operators

2.2 Operators

XClean’s cleaning operators are summarized in Tab. 1. Any XClean operator inputs
and outputs collections of (nested) tuples. A tuple consists of a set of attribute-value
pairs; values may be XML nodes, atomic values, or tuple sets. We use tuples as they
are convenient for modeling associations of nodes and values which must be considered
jointly during cleaning, as we demonstrate on the following example used to introduce
operators’ roles.

Fig. 2 (bottom) presents a sample XML document containing three versions of the
same real-world object (in this example, a movie), with their respective title, year and
actor sets. The additional labelsm1, a1 etc. uniquely identify an element and are
used to reference them in our example. Assume that the goal of the cleaning process
is: (i) obtaining one representation for each movie, includingall alternative titles,
one year, andall actors (but each actor only once), and (ii) restructuring each actor
elementinto a firstname and a lastname element. A possible result of this process is
shown at the top of Fig. 2.

We now explain how this cleaning process is implemented in XClean. The process
and its intermediary results can be followed from the bottom up on Fig. 2.

The candidate selection (CS) operator is used to define the elements subject to
data cleaning. In our case, these are the〈movie〉 and〈actor〉 elements in the sample
dirty XML documentdoc at the bottom of Fig. 2. Candidate selection operators ((1)
and (2) in the figure) generate two separate tuple sets for movie and actor candidates,
respectively.

To split the texts appearing inside〈actor〉 elements into first name and last name
components, we apply ascrubbingoperator (2.1). Scrubbing is reserved to simple
processing of atomic values (that is, text nodes or attribute values). Similarly, to prepare
for the task of choosing a single year per movie, we standardize date formats to a four-
digit representation, using another scrubbing operator (1.1).

To help decide which〈movie〉 elements represent the same real-world object, we
annotate each movie with some extra information: its title, and set of actors. We use an
enrichment (EN ) operator to associate such extra information to cleaning candidates.
In this simple example, movies were enriched with information extracted from the
same document (1.2), namely their title and their actor set. In general, enrichment may
add to cleaning candidates interesting data from other sources, such as, e.g., alternative
titles, or directors, which in our case may be obtained from a source such as the Internet
Movie Database.



A central task in data cleaning is duplicate detection, i.e. detecting multiple represen-
tations of a same real-world object. In its most general form, this process involves
pairwise comparisons among the cleaning candidates. To support flexible specification
of duplicate detection tasks, while allowing for their efficient implementation, XClean
provides three distinct operators.

Duplicate filtering (DF ) allows to prune pairs of cleaning candidates of which it
can be declared with certainty that they do not represent the same real-world object. In
our example, we could, for instance, specify that actors whose last names do not start
with the same letter, and whose first names do not start with the same letter, either,
are not duplicates (2.2). We model such pair pruning by a separate operator to provide
a way for users to inject their knowledge of the application domain in the cleaning
process. This leads to avoiding expensive computations (such as sophisticated distance
measures, or the application of clustering procedures) whenever possible, and also has
the advantage of minimizing intermediary cleaning results. Clearly, the quality of the
filter influences the quality of duplicate detection, because pairs falsely filtered will
never be found to be duplicate. For the pairs surviving duplicate filtering, one of the
following two duplicate detection approaches can be followed.

Pairwise duplicate detection (DD) considers one pair of cleaning candidates at a
time, and classifies it in one class among:duplicates, non-duplicates, and possibly
other classes, e.g., reflecting confidence levels such aspossible, unlikely etc. In our
example, we use pairwise duplicate detection to decide that two actors are duplicates
if either their firstname or their lastname are equal, otherwise, they are non-duplicates,
i.e., correspond to distinct real-world objects (2.3).

Pairwise duplicate detection is simple and natural to use, however, it does not fit all
application scenarios. For instance, to de-duplicate movies, we may decide to examine
all moviesglobally, measure the extent to which their sets of (de-duplicated) actors
overlap, and buildclustersof likely duplicates. This is achieved by aduplicate clus-
tering (DC) operator. In short, pairwise duplicate detection applies locally on one pair
of (possibly enriched) candidates at a time, while duplicate clustering works globally.
Duplicate Clustering can therefore be applied to perform transitive closure over a set
of detected duplicate pairs returned by a pairwise duplicate detection method [16, 18],
but it also supports the detection of duplicates using algorithms that relay on relation-
ships between them [24, 10] In our example, the duplicate clustering produces both
actor clusters, and movie clusters (3). Their detection rely on the observation that the
relationship between movies and actors may be used to help cleaningboth.

From every cluster, a unique cleaned representation is obtained using thefusion
(FU ) operator. In our example,〈actor〉 fusion (3.2) must reconcile the exact spelling
of their first and last names, whereas〈movie〉 fusion (3.1) requires resolving conflicts
in their actor sets, years, and titles.

Our last operator, calledXML view (XV ), is used for XML restructuring opera-
tions, e.g., to put together the partial results of various cleaning operators into a cleaned
document, or to align differently-structured candidates into a unique syntax. In our ex-
ample, after scrubbing has produced distinct strings for actors’ first and last names, an
XML view operator is used to create the respective elements encapsulating these values
(4).



Figure 2: Sample cleaning process overview.



3 Algebra
In this section, we describe the data model used and define the semantics of our clean-
ing operators.

3.1 Data Model
To give precise semantics to the XClean operators, we rely on an abstraction of the
XQuery Data Model [29], together with an extension of this model to support tuples,
introduced in a previous work [17]. For this paper to be self-contained, we very briefly
describe those features of the data model necessary to describe XClean, and refer read-
ers to [17] for a detailed description.

The data model comprises the basic elements of the XQuery Data Model [29]:
nodes, values, and lists. Nodes correspond to subtrees of a document, and have unique
identities, ensuring that the result of the id-based comparisonn1 =id n2 is true only if
n1 andn2 are exactly the same node. Lists may contain nodes and/or values, possibly
repeated within the list.

Our modeling of an XML document[17] includes (but is not limited to) a set of
nodes in the document (a root node, element nodes, attribute nodes, and value nodes)
all having identity, as well as a set of edges between nodes such that a tree is obtained.
A node labeling function assigns a valid element name to element and attribute nodes,
or a valid, typed value to a value node. Nodes are typed according to XQuery’s type
system [29, 30].

We extend this simple data model with the following types [17]:bags and setssince
they are in some cases useful for building efficient evaluation plans; andtuples, having
the structure($a1 = val1, . . . , $ak = valk), where each$ai = vali is a variable-
value pair. Variable names such as$a1, $a2 etc. are$-prefixed, following XQuery
conventions, and are unique within a tuple. A value may be (i) the special constant⊥
(null), (ii ) a node or value as described in the previous section, or (iii ) a (nested) set,
list, or bag of tuples. Given a tuple($a1 = val1, . . . , $ak = valk) the list of names
[$a1, . . . , $ak] is called theschemaof the tuple. Observe that variable values may be
nested sets/bags/lists.
Notations The set of all tuples is referred to asT , while the set ofn-ary tuples is
denotedTn. We useP(T ) to denote all sets of tuples fromT . Given a tuplet =
(. . . $x = v . . .) we say that$x maps tov in the context oft. We represent byt.$x the
value that the variable$x maps to in the tuplet. The notationt′ = t + ($var = v)
indicates that the tuplet′ contains all the variable-value pairs oft and, in addition, the
variable-value pair$var = v. The tuplet′′ = t + t′ contains all the variable-value
pairs of both tuplest andt′.

In our example, the dirty document at the bottom of Fig. 2 is shown with node
IDs (l, m1, m2 etc.) next to node labels. The tuple sets appearing later in the process
feature simple values from the document (such as “Brad”), or IDs to denote nodes.
For instance, the output of operator1 is a table whose only variable is labeled$movie,
holding 3 tuples:($movie= m1), ($movie= m2) and($movie= m3).



3.2 Candidate Selection
Candidate selection is used to designate elements that are subject to the cleaning
process. Candidates are designated by a set of queriesq1, q2, . . . , qk, and the effect
of theCS operator is to evaluate all queries and union their results into a flow of 1-
tuples.

Candidate selection is the first step in the process of cleaning, therefore, theCS
operator has no input (child) operator. Formally:

CSq1,q2,...,qk
( ) = q1 ∪ q2 ∪ . . . ∪ qk

Example Consider the selection of movie candidates. Letqm = $doc/moviedb/movie.
Fig. 2 depicts the operatorCSqm (numbered1) and its output. Similarly, actor
candidates are selected by the operatorCSqa

numbered2 in Fig. 2, whereqa =
$doc/moviedb/movie/set/actor.

3.3 Scrubbing
Scrubbing is used for normalizing and standardizing formats and/or values. We model
this based on a set ofscrubbing functions, which apply on (tuples of) atomic values
and produce (tuples of) atomic values. For generality, XClean scrubbing functions
may have one or several inputs and one or several outputs. We deliberately chose to re-
strict scrubbing functions to atomic values. We argue that functions which apply more
complex object analysis and transformation for cleaning would benefit from being de-
composed in elementary steps, which help reasoning and optimization. Our framework
does allow to model such transformations by the XML View operator, described later.

Formally, letf : An → Am be a scrubbing function, andIN be a flow of tuples
of arity k, such thatn ≤ k, and leti1, i2, . . . , in be a set of integers such that for any
1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have1 ≤ ij ≤ k. Furthermore, letq1, q2, . . . , qn be some XML queries,
which are used to extract from the (potentially complex) input the atomic inputs of the
scrubbing function. Then:

SCf,i1,i2,...,in,q1,q2,...,qn(IN) =
{t + ($b1 = vt

1, $b2 = vt
2, . . . , $bm = vt

m) |
t ∈ IN, ∃ (ut

1, u
t
2, . . . , u

t
n) s.t.

ut
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t
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2, . . . , v

t
m) }

where$b1, $b2, . . . , $bm do not appear inIN ’s schema. The definition accounts for the
general case where each XML queryqi may return a sequence of results.SC semantics
requires that every combination of atomic inputs be used to callf .
ExampleTo split actor names into a firstname and a lastname, we use a scrubbing func-
tion factor : A → A2. Further, letqactor = ./actors/actor/text() be the query extracting
the initial actor names, and assumeIN contains tuples having just one attribute, namely
the actor candidates. The operatorSCfactor,1,qactor (IN) is numbered2.1 in Fig. 2. The
second scrubbing operation we apply is the standardization of years:fyear : A → A
scrubs movie year values (by normalizing them to four digits), andqyear = ./year/text().
This time,IN contains the set of movie candidates.SCfyear,1,qyear (IN) is numbered
1.2 in Fig. 2.



3.4 Enrichment
Enrichment allows specifying which data to use for comparing two candidate dupli-
cates. LetIN be a flow of tuples,$c be the name of one attribute in these tuples, and
q1, q2, . . . , qk be a set of XML queries, which may be absolute (that is, navigate from
the root of some given document) or relative (in which case they navigate from$c). We
have:

EN$c,q1,q2,...,qk
(IN) = {t + ($a1 = q1(t.$c), $a2 = q2(t.$c), . . . , $ak =

qk(t.$c)) | t ∈ IN}
where$a1, $a2, . . . , $ak do not appear inIN ’s schema.
Example Consider a movie is described by its title and its set. Therefore, we specify
qen1 = ./title, andqen2 = ./set. Assuming as input the result of the movie candidate
selection operatorCSqm , the operatorEN$movie,qen1,qen2(IN) corresponds to step1.2
in Fig. 2.

3.5 Duplicate Filtering
Duplicate filtering constructs (a subset of) the cartesian product of a flow of candidates
with itself, to be used in order to identify duplicate objects later. If only a subset of the
cartesian product is built, the operator has been used to restrict the space of compar-
isons by pruning out some pairs of objects about which it can be said with certainty that
they are not duplicates. Only on the pairs of objects which may be duplicates, other
measures will later be applied to determine whether they are duplicates indeed.

The second, separate output of this operator is the set of pairs of input tuples, which
are definitely deemed to be non-duplicates. Although they will not be used in the main
cleaning process, they may be needed, e.g., for further analysis by the user.

Formally, letm be the arity of the tuples in the inputIN . Let f1, f2, . . . , fk bek
functions such thatfi : Tm × Tm → {true, false}. The duplicate filtering operator
DF has two outputs, denotedDUP andNODUP , and defined as follows:

DFf1,f2,...,fk
.DUP (IN) = {t1 + t2 ‖ t1 ∈ IN, t2 ∈ IN, f1(t1, t2) = f2(t1, t2) =

. . . = fk(t1, t2) = true}
DFf1,f2,...,fk

.NODUP (IN) = {t1 + t2 ‖ t1 ∈ IN, t2 ∈ IN, ∃ 1 ≤ i ≤
k s.t. fi(t1, t2) = false}

Clearly, severalDF operators can be used to apply (conjunctively) several filters
on potential duplicates. More complex (not necessarily conjunctive) filtering combi-
nations can be devised by creating a complex function from simple ones, and using a
singleDF operator based on the complex function.
Example Let ffirstLetter be a filter function that returns true if the string values of
either $firstname or $lastname of an actor ar equal, false otherwise. Further, letfequal

return true if the $actor nodes are equal according to node identity, false otherwise.
Finally, let forder return true if the $actor node of the first tuple appears before the
$actor node of the second tuple in the document. Then,DFffirstLetter,fequal,forder

is
the operator labeled2.2 in Fig. 2, and itsDUP output is the table depicted right above
it in the figure.



3.6 Pairwise Duplicate Detection
Duplicate detection expects input tuples that include two possibly enriched candidates,
and outputs one or more tuple classes, according to a classifier function. If only one
class of output is produced, it is understood as containing duplicates. If more classes
are produced, their semantics depend on the classifier. For instance, one classifier may
identify “certain duplicates”, “likely duplicates” on which another duplicate detection
classifier on pairs is applied, and “others”, for which, human user expertise is needed.
Moreover, each tuple is annotated with a classifier-produced data structure which may
encapsulate auxiliary information about the classification result (such as the confidence
in the announced score, similarity, etc.).

Formally, letfclass : T2m → {1, 2, . . . , m} × N be a classifier function return-
ing for every input tuple, the index of a class, and an auxiliary data structure, mod-
eled as an XML node. The duplicate detection operatorDD hasm outputs, denoted
OUT1, OUT2, . . . , OUTm, defined as follows:

DDfclass
.OUTi(IN) = {t + ($n = fclass(t).aux) | t ∈ IN, fclass(t).c = i}

where the class output of the classifier is denotedfclass.c, the auxiliary data structure
is denotedfclass.aux, and$n does not appear inIN ’s schema.
Example We detect duplicates in actors using a classifierdActor returning a single
DUP class. It classifies a pair of actors as duplicates if eitherfirstname or lastname
are equal (this simple function could already have been used for filtering, but we use it
here to keep the example simple). The auxiliary information of the classifier returns the
edit distance between the names. The operatorDDdActor is numbered2.3 in Fig. 2.

3.7 Duplicate Clustering
Duplicate clustering takes as input one or several flows of potential duplicates, and
outputs as many flows of duplicate clusters. A tuple in every output flow has one at-
tribute, whose value is a set of tuples from the corresponding input flow, representing
a set of candidates which are deemed to represent the same real-world object. Cluster-
ing algorithms need to examine their whole input before producing output, therefore,
this operator is not defined on a per-tuple basis, as the previous ones. Moreover, some
clustering algorithms take advantage of candidates from one flow to determine how
to cluster candidates from another flow [24, 10], therefore this operator has multiple
inputs and outputs.

Formally, letk be an integer, andIN1, IN2, . . . , INk be some operators such that
tuples in the output ofINi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, have arity2 ni, for some integerni. {INi}
denote the set of tuples output byINi. Let

fclust : P(T2 n1)× P(T2 n2)× . . .×P(T2 nk
) →

P(P(Tn1))× P(P(Tn2))× . . .×P(P(Tnk
))

be a clustering function that takes as inputk whole sets of tuples, and outputsk flows
of tuple clusters (or, equivalently,k sets of sets of tuples). Let{INi} denote the set of
tuples output byINi, andOUT1, OUT2, . . . , OUTk be the outputs ofDC. Then:

DCfclust
(IN1, IN2, . . . , INk).OUTi = fclust({IN1}, {IN2}, . . . , {INk}).i



where thei-th attributefclust’s output is denotedOUTi. Note thatDC also breaks
down every two-candidate duplicate in two, folding all duplicate tuples into a single
cluster.
Example Consider the clustering of movies, described by their titles and actor
sets. To detect duplicates in movies, information about duplicates among their ac-
tor sets is helpful, so we perform duplicate detection using clustering on the input
INactors, consisting of the pairs produced by actor duplicate detection (operator2.3 in
Fig. 2), andINmovies, holding movie pairs. In this example, the clustering operator
DCfclust

(INactors, INmovies) is labeled3 in Fig. 2, and it produces two sets of tuples.
Each tuple in the first set is a cluster of actors considered duplicates, and each tuple in
the second set is a cluster of duplicate movies.

3.8 Fusion
The fusion operator applies on clustered tuples. Its purpose is to construct a single
representative, or cleaned version, from every cluster of tuples in its input. Formally,
let ffuse : P(T ) → T be a function that, for every cluster ofT tuples, returns a
cleaned tuple representing the unified cluster. AssumeIN contains 1-tuple attributes,
such that every attribute value belongs toP(T ). Then:

Fffuse
(IN) = {ffuse(t.$a1) | t ∈ IN}

This generalizes easily to the case whenIN has several attributes, one of which is
a nested table.
Example We fuse actors by choosing the first actor (according to document order) as
a cluster representative. We fuse movies by unifying all their descendant sequences,
which results in a new element denotedm′

i, for thei-th tuple in the input. This fusion
operator is labeled3.1 in Fig. 2.

As for duplicate detection, fusion may involve more complex logic than the simple
aggregation above. For instance, when detecting duplicates in movies, and simulta-
neously in actors, which are descendants of movies, the fused result of movies also
depends on the fusion of actors. Hence, information about duplicate movies and actors
is required, similarly as for relationship-based duplicate detection. As fusion usually
requires a previous clustering, we decide to let fusion be part of the clustering function
when necessary.

3.9 XML View
During cleaning, it may be necessary at several points to apply some “adjustment”
transformation to one operator’s output prior to sending it into another operator’s input.
Furthermore, if only parts of the input data have been cleaned, an extra query may
be needed to combine the cleaned data with the document it originated from. Such
transformations can be accomplished via theXV operator, standing for XML View.
Let IN contain some tuples inTn, andi1, i2, . . . , ik be some column indices inIN .
Let q($x1, $x2, . . . , $xk) be a parameterized XML query. Then:

XVq,i1,i2,...,ik
(IN) =

{t + ($a = q(t.$ai1 , t.$ai2 , . . . , t.$aik
)) | t ∈ IN}



ENRICH $m IN $scrubbedMovies
INTO $enrichedMovies
BY $m.mCand/movie/title/text() AS $title,

$m.mCand/movie/set/actor AS $set;
CLUSTER CLASSIFICATION USING

$xcl:radc($actorDups, $candMovieDups)
INTO $movieClusters SCHEMA [$movieCluster],

$actorClusters SCHEMA [$actorCluster];
declare function detectActorDups($p as node) as node()* {
if (($p/a1/firstname/text() = $p/a2/firstname/text()) or

($p/a1/lastname/text() = $p/a2/lastname/text()))
then (1) else (2)};
declare function eDist($p as node() ) as xs:integer {
xcl:edit-distance(

concat($p/a1/firstname/text(), ’ ’, $p/a1/lastname/text()),
concat($p/a2/firstname/text(), ’ ’, $p/a2/lastname/text()));}

PAIR CLASSIFICATION
PAIR $p IN $candActorDups
WITH detectActorDups($p), eDist($p) AS $aux
INTO $actorDups IF CLASS = 1;

Table 2: Sample XClean clauses.

Example Actor elements need to be restructured in the final result, with〈firstname〉
and 〈lastname〉 children. Names have been split by the scrubbing operator, we now
need to create a new representation of every candidate movie, including the complex-
structure actor names. This transformation can be specified by an XQueryqxv. Fig. 2
shows theXVqxv (IN) operator (labeled4) and its output.

4 XClean Programming
4.1 Language Rationale and Design

One of XClean’s goals is to ease the specification of a cleaning process. Conceptually,
such a process can be decomposed in two parts: (i) the specific filters, distance func-
tions, duplicate detection algorithms, clustering algorithms etc. that the user chooses;
(ii) and the “surrounding” code necessary to implement the operators based on the
functions (as described in the previous section), and to glue the operators among them.
Creating or choosing the cleaning functions and algorithms requires human interven-
tions and cannot be automated. In contrast, the second taskis repetitive, and amenable
to automation.

An XClean P/L program consists of a set of clauses, each of which defines a clean-
ing operator. Operators input and output tuples from shared, global XClean P/L vari-
ables. Sample XClean/PL clauses appear in Tab. 2. XClean P/L keywords appear in
bold font.

The top enrichment clause defines the operator labeled1.2 in Fig. 2. The clause
refers to two named tuple sets, globally visible in the XClean/PL program:$scrubbed-
Movies, the operator’s input, and$enrichedMovies, its output. The tuple variable$m
iterates over the input. TheBY clause introduces the two enrichments: the result of each
query is added as a new variable, part of the output flow.



The cluster classification clause defines the operator labeled3 in Fig. 2. The classi-
fier function$xcl:radc denotes a relationship-aware duplicate clustering function [25],
which is one among the possible classifiers to be used here. The classification func-
tion returns two sets of clusters, one containing movies and another one actors. The
INTO keyword is used, as previously, to capture the outputs of$xcl:radc, and make them
visible in the XClean program for further usage. Furthermore, this clause explicitly
renames the attributes in each set of cluster’s schema, through theSCHEMA clause.

The last clause in Tab. 2 defines the pairwise duplicate operatorDDdActor used
for illustration in Section 3.6 (numbered2.3 in Fig. 2). FunctiondetectAutorDups
returns1 if the two actors are considered duplicates and2 otherwise, while function
eDist is a simple edit distance. TheWITH keyword is immediately followed by a call
to the classifier function, after which the (optional) function producing the auxiliary
information is invoked.

The complete syntax is given in Tab. 3.

4.2 Compiling XClean/PL to XQuery

XClean/PL programs are compiled into XQuery, based on a few general rules.
First, given that XQuery does not support tuples, every tuple manipulated during

the cleaning process is translated into a system-generated XML element having the
standard name〈tSYS〉. For every variable of an XClean tuple, the system-generated
〈tSYS〉 element has a child element named after the variable (without the leading$),
and contents is the variable value. Nested tuples are simply translated in nested〈tSYS〉
elements.

While this element generation may be computationally expensive, existing works
on optimized XQuery execution [12] have characterized the situations when element
construction can be avoided. These are the situations when theidentity of the con-
structed node is never used in the remainder of the same XQuery program. Fortu-
nately, all〈tSYS〉 element creation done in XClean are in this situation, thus, optimized
XQuery processors may support this quite well.

Second, global XClean/PL variables are compiled in XQuery variables introduced
by let clauses, bound to the lists of〈tSYS〉 elements.

Third, XClean/PL operators defined by iterating over input tuples (scrubbing, en-
richment, duplicate filtering, fusion, and XML view) are compiled intofor-where-return
expressions, with XClean/PL’s iteration variables (such as$m) compiled into XQuery
for clause variables.

A final compiling issue concerns the addition of internalxcl:id identifier attributes to
XML elements manipulated during cleaning. One reason for this is related to XQuery
semantics: when creating an element having the value of the variable$x as a child, such
as, e.g.,〈a〉{$x}〈/a〉, the nodes associated to$x arecopied, thus they are no longer equal
(in =id sense, see Sec. 3.1) to the original nodes. However, the cleaning process needs
to reason on the relationships between the nodes, when de-duplicating related candi-
dates, e.g.,〈movie〉 and〈actor〉 elements. Moreover, when re-assembling the cleaned
elements (last step in Fig. 2), IDs are also needed. A second usage of system-introduced
IDs is to enablelineage tracing, i.e., discovering the operators (and inputs) that have
lead to obtaining a given output (clean) element. Lineage issues are often central in



General Clauses
xclean:XCLEAN clauseSequence;
clauseSequence: (singleClause“;”) ⇒ singleClause“;” clauseSequence| singleClause;
singleClause:csClause| scClause| odClause| xvClause| dfClause| ddClause| clClause| fuClause;
intoClause:INTO VAR;
schemaClause:SCHEMA attributeList;
commonIteration: VARIN QUERY;
asClause:AS attributeList;
attributeList: (ident“,”) ⇒ ident“,” attributeList| ident;
preItFunCall:funcCall“(” querySequence“)”( projection)?;
querySequence:queries;
queries: (QUERY “,”)⇒ QUERY “,” queries| QUERY ;
projection: “[” integer]”;
funcCall: (functionName| functionQualifiedName) ;
Candidate Selection
csClause:CANDIDATES csSequence;
csSequence: (cs“,” cs)⇒ cs“,” csSequence| (cs“,” singleClause)⇒ cs“,” singleClause| cs;
cs: (csIterationClause| querySequence) intoClause schemaClause(determinesSequence)?;
csIterationClause: VARIN querySequence;
determinesSequence:DETERMINES determinesClauses;
determinesClauses: (determinesClause“,”) ⇒ determinesClause“,” determinesClauses| determinesClause;
determinesClause: QUERYOF VAR;
Scrubbing
scClause:SCRUB commonIterationWITH preItFunCall asClause intoClause;
Enrichment
odClause:ENRICH commonIteration intoClauseBY enrichmentClauses;
enrichmentClauses:enrichmentClause;
enrichmentClause: (enrichmentClauseBody“,”) ⇒ enrichmentClauseBody“,” enrichmentClause| enrichmentClauseBody;
enrichmentClauseBody:byClause asClause;
byClause: QUERY;
XML View
xvClause:XVIEW TRANSFORM commonIteration intoClauseBY “(” xvParamList“)” ;
xvParamList:xvlist;
xvlist: (xvQuery“,”) ⇒ xvQuery“,” xvlist | xvQuery;
xvQuery: QUERY (asClause)? ;
Duplicate filtering
dfClause:FILTER PAIRS dfPairDef OF QUERY intoClause(dfCondClause(filteredOut)?)? ;
dfCondClause:WHERE QUERY;
dfPairDef: “(” pairElement“,” pairElement“)”;
filteredOut:FILTERED PAIRS intoClause;
pairElement: VARasClause;
Pairwise duplicate classification
ddClause:PAIR CLASSIFICATION PAIR commonIterationWITH QUERY “,” QUERY asClause ddOutSequence;
ddOutSequence:ddOutList;
ddOutList:(ddOut “,”)⇒ ddOut“,” ddOutList| ddOut;
ddOut: intoClauseIF CLASS EQUAL integer;
Duplicate clustering
clClause:CLUSTER CLASSIFICATION USING preItFunCall clOutSequence;
clOutSequence:INTO clOutList ;
clOutList:(clOut “,”) ⇒ clOut “,” clOutList| clOut;
clOut: VAR schemaClause;
Fusion
fuClause:FUSE CLUSTERS USINGpreItFunCall fuOutSequence;
fuOutSequence:INTO fuOutList;
fuOutList:(fuOut “,”) ⇒ fuOut “,” fuOutList| fuOut;
fuOut: VAR schemaClause;

Table 3: XClean programming language syntax



let $enrichedMovies := for $m in $scrubbedMovies
return 〈tSYS〉{$m/element(),

element title {$m/mCand/movie/title/text()},
element set {$m/mCand/movie/set/actor}

〈/tSYS〉

Table 4: XQuery for movie enrichment

(: ENRICH :)
let $enrichedMovies := for $m in $scrubbedMovies
return 〈tSYS〉{$m/element(),

element title {$m/mCand/movie/title/text()},
element set {$m/mCand/movie/set/actor}

〈/tSYS〉

Table 5: XQuery for movie enrichment

data cleaning processes [14, 27], to help users understand cleaning results, inspect and
refine the process. To keep ID insertion and manipulation overhead low, XClean IDs
are added to cleaning candidates only.

For illustration, Tab. 5 shows the XQuery fragment resulting from the XClean P/L
enrichment clause in Tab. 2.

5 Usage report

The approach described in this paper has been implemented in our XClean Java-based
prototype, following the architecture shown in Fig. 1. XClean/PL programs are com-
piled using theantlr tool (http://www.antlr.org/), into XQuery programs.

Section 5.1 reports on the usage of XClean to devise several data cleaning processes
of different complexity and scope, focusing on XClean’s expressive power and on the
benefits of modular and declarative XML data cleaning. Section??outlines a quantita-
tive evaluation of XClean performance. We end with some remarks on different XML
manipulation languages and their possible benefits for XClean.

5.1 Use Cases

FreeDB Use Case.This use case concerns CD description data from the FreeDB site
(http://www.freedb.opg). The cleaning process (see Fig. 3) includes correcting errors in
artist names (common errors include different capitalization schemes, Various Artists is
also represented by V.A., Various ), standardizing dates, correcting titles (e.g., the title
element often includes Artist/Title), and track titles (again, capitalization). All these
operations correspond to scrubbing operators. We further enrich CDs with track〈title〉
elements obtained by splitting the comma-separated list of track titles into individual
elements. Using the enriched CDs, the final task is to deduplicate CDs: if both〈artist〉
and 〈title〉 are equal, we consider CDs to be duplicates, which is a boolean function
without auxiliary information that can directly be used in the DF operator. Clustering
performs transitive closure over CD pairs and fusion creates a single representative
for every CD. During fusion, conflicts may appear in category, genre, year, and tracks:



Figure 3: FreeDB Use Case

different categories, genres, and years are concatenated, whereas sets of〈title〉 elements
are unified. Note that the table representation has only been used for readability, the
actual data is XML.
MOVIE Use Case. This is a data integration scenario, in which movies from two
sources are first mapped to a common schema, and then de-duplicated. The sources are
the Internet Movie Database IMDB (http://www.imdb.com) and the German Movie
Repository FILMDIENST (http://film-dienst.kim-info.de/). Fig. 4 outlines the two
source schema and the target schema. In IMDB titles, the possible leading “The” or
“An” in a paper’s title is separated in an〈article〉 element. Non-trivial correspondences
between source and target types are rendered by curved arrows, possibly annotated
with transformation functions. For example, IMDB names are split into a firstname
and a lastname, and the gender is set to “m” for actor, or to “f” for actresses.

XClean allows specifying this process in several ways, as illustrated in Fig.. 5. In
this figure, the central tree of connected operators represents one possible cleaning
process, denoted P1. An alternative XClean operator graph for the same task, which
we denote P2, can be obtained by modifying P1, as we will shortly explain.

In P1, the operators in the shaded bottom areas are used to select and scrub the
cleaning candidates from IMDB (left), and FILMDIENST (right). From IMDB, we
extract:aka-title, movie andname candidates. Then, title scrubbing (upper/lower case
normalization) is applied on the text content ofaka-title elements, as well as on the
text of movie/title; actor name scrubbing separates first names from last names. FILM-
DIENST candidates are: movies, movie main titles, and separatedly movieaka-titles;
both titles undergo scrubbing. TheXV operators align the movies to the target schema
as shown in Fig. 4. TheCS operators merge candidate movies (respectively, candidate
actors) from both data sources, to be used together in the rest of the process:year and
prod-com scrubbing, duplicate filtering and clustering. Note that the second duplicate
clustering operator performs fusion, illustrating a case of complex fusion that requires
several inputs (movies and actors). The final result is composed using the final XV
operator.

The second plan P2 differs from P1 in the following two ways: First, the scrubbing
operator on year and prod-com (thick line) is pushed down below the intermediate XV
operators. Because integration has not been performed below this point, the scrubbing
operator is split into two individual scrubbing operators, one for each source. Second,
scrubbing in P1 has been performed separately on main-titles and aka-titles in both



sources. In P2, titles of each source are scrubbed in one operation, are then enriched by
their type and split in the corresponding title elements in the intermediate XV operator.

Figure 4: MOVIE Use Case

Figure 5: XClean Movie Cleaning Plans

This scenario illustrates the benefits ofmodulardata cleaning: the same scrubbing
function can be used for all titles. It also demonstrates the interest ofdeclarativity: a
given process can be specified in multiple ways, and separating its specification from
its actual implementation allows for its automatic optimization.
DBLP Use Case.The well-known DBLP data source features some examples of same-
name authors sharing the same page (e.g. two researchers named Albrecht Schmidt),
as well as the opposite problem of a single researcher’s works being split across two
pages due to different ortographs of his name. The co-authors of an author are good
starting point to fix these data problems: the co-author sets of the two same-name
researchers are disjoint, while the co-author sets of a single person (whose name is
spelled in different ways) may overlap. A clustering algorithm working on the co-
author relationship can be designed to repair these problems.

To start with, one needs to retrieve: (i) the set of dirty authors, and (ii) the co-author



relationship. In XClean, a simpleCS//author operator performs the former task. To
associate the co-author set to a dirty author, we use anEN operator.
W3C Mail Use Case.The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) hosts public mailing
lists for various technical topics; the mailing lists’ contents can be obtained in XML
format. The corresponding schema (available at [1]) feature〈message〉 elements, such
that answers to (answers to) an initial message are nested as〈message〉 descendents of
the element corresponding to the initial message.

We consider the task of extracting a clean, no-duplicate list of mailing list partic-
ipants. This includes removing spammers, and identifying unique authors despite the
absence of obvious key (since authors may post from several e-mail addresses). We se-
lect as author candidates those whichhave answered at least once to somebody else’s
message, or such that at least one of their message has been answered by somebody
else, since this is typically not the case of spammers.

This example illustrates that complex candidate selection XQueries may contribute
significantly to the cleaning process overall. Similarly, complex processing can be
applied at intermediary steps by theXV operator.
CORA Use Case.The CORA bibliographic data set is frequently used to evaluate du-
plicate detection algorithms [10, 24]. Fig. 6 outlines an XClean operator graph (right)
as well as a sample input reference (bottom left) and its corresponding clean version
(bottom right). Colors of operator boxes indicate the bibliographic data components
on which they apply, e.g. authors, dates etc. The sample XClean process scrubs, en-
riches and restructures the dirty data (from the bottom to the upperCS). We assume
the restructured data is then fed into three parallel cleaning chains, with the purpose of
comparing their respective clean outputs.

In this example, we again scrub dates, reusing a standard function available in the
XClean function library already used in the MOVIE scenario. Also, detecting dupli-
cates in author names is similar to detecting duplicates in actor names, so we can reuse
the same pairwise duplicate detection function as in the MOVIE scenario, showing the
advantage of modularity.

Figure 6: Cora Use Case



5.2 Quantitative Aspects

We have run the XQuery programs on several freely available XML engines: XML
Spy (http://www.altova.com), QizX/Open (http://www.xfra.net/qizxopen/), and Saxon
B (http://saxon.sourceforge.net/). We found the latter to be the most performant on
our generated XQuery set. Tab. 6 provides an overview of the size of the data sets
of the three use cases, actual runtimes (averaged on 10 runs), and savings in word
counts when using XClean/PL, relative to the word count of the respective generated
XQueries.

Use Case #Nodes #Chars Time (s) Word Savings
FreeDB 2001 36103 4.7 61%

MOVIE (P1) 3108 9666 20.4 59%
MOVIE (P2) 3108 9666 1.8 57%

CORA 1116 9705 6.1 45%

Table 6: Use Case Statistics

All data sizes are of moderate size, but larger sizes did not fit in main-memory
using Saxon B when it came to pairwise duplicate detection. Nevertheless, we clearly
observe a difference on runtime, depending on the cleaning plan. Indeed, the difference
between the two plans for the MOVIE scenario is of an order of magnitude. This is
mainly due to the higher number of function calls and the multiple joins performed in
the intermediateXV operator of P1. Some of these joins are avoided in P2, because
candidates have already been enriched with the information via theEN operators. This
recalls the classical optimization consisting of pushing function calls under joins, if the
function call results are not cached [9]. As XQuery optimizers grow more efficient and
include such mainstream techniques, the performance of XClean programs translated
to XQuery is likely to improve. (Admittedly, more efficient XQuery processors are
there today - on the Saxon website, the commercial version of Saxon is said to be two
orders of magnitude faster, on some queries, than the free version we used.)

In the CORA use case, although the data set is quite small, the runtime is worse
than for FreeDB or MOVIE(P2), because it performs more expensive operators on pairs
(DF , DD, DC).

Finally, we observe significant savings in the size of a XClean/PL program over
the generated XQuery, as shown in the last column of Tab. 6. This indicates that a
specialized language like XClean/PL makes the specification of cleaning tasks more
concise, thus, we believe, more convienent for the user.

5.3 Language issues

Our choice of XQuery as the target language for XClean P/L compilation is pragmatic,
driven by the wide current availability of XQuery processors. However, the read-only
XQuery requires cleaning to disassemble data fragments to be cleaned, and then re-
assemble them again in the clean result (via the introduced〈xcl:id〉 attributes), which
may not be very performant. The possibility to clean (e.g., scrub data)by updating
it is thus very interesting, and is provided, e.g., by the W3C XQuery Updates [31]



W3C draft, and by more recent programming-style XQuery extensions [6]. As current
XQuery processors start supporting such languages, they may become XClean P/L
compilation targets, providing both the advantages of query optimization (for read-
only cleaning parts) and those of “in-place” cleaning via updates.

6 Related Work
Due to the lack of space, we only briefly discuss selected related work. A survey on
relational data cleaning is made in [21], and more recent approaches include AJAX [14]
and Potter’s Wheel [22]. XClean is conceptually close to AJAX by its operator-based
approach, however the XML context lifts the expressive power barriers that confronted
AJAX. In our context, advantages of a declarative, modular approach are: ease of
specification and maintenance, and opportunities for optimization. AJAX moreover
provided an exception handling mechanism, which we plan to consider as well in the
future.

XClean is not meant to replace existing algorithms for specific cleaning tasks, such
as clustering, distance computation etc. Instead, these approaches can plugged in as
physical implementations of specific operators, thus re-using existing results and run-
ning code. For duplicate detection, numerous algorithms have been developed, for
relational data [16, 18], XML/hierarchical data [2, 20, 25], and more complex graph
data [10, 24, 26]; a survey is provided in [28]. For similarity joins, the computation-
ally expensive part of duplicate detection, a relational operator has been proposed in
[8]. Fusion has received less attention, and all work focuses on relational data. The
authors of [5] propose an operator that extends SQL to support declarative fusion and
implemented in the HumMer system [4], and we plan to develop a similar technique
for XML data. Other solutions include TSIMMIS [19] relying on source preference
in the context of data integration, and ConQuer[13] that filterns inconsistencies out of
query results.

XClean’s internal model includes tuples [1], which have made it easy to model
asociations between objects. Existing works suggested a controlled inclusion of tuples
in XQuery to facilitate analytic queries rich in group-by [3]. The difference is that we
include tuples as XClean internals and compile in standard XQuery, whereas [3] add
new syntactic constructs.

7 Conclusion

We presented XClean, a system for declarative XML data cleaning. Users of the system
write an XClean/PL program that reflects the desired cleaning process and which is
automatically compiled into an XQuery, that can be optimized and executed by an
XQuery engine. The result of this query is a clean version of the data. We defined
several operators that can be combined in a modular way to form a cleaning process,
and for each of which an XClean/PL clause exists. Use case based studies show that
using XClean/PL to define a cleaning process is more convenient than writing a custom
XQuery, and operators can be easily reused.



However, efficiency for a given cleaning task depends on the actual cleaning plan.
The performance attained by the XQuery processors used in our evaluation could
clearly be improved; as part of our future work, we intend to investigate which (intra-
engine, external to XClean) XQuery optimizations would most help for such queries.
XClean extensions we envision in the short term are: a GUI to support the design of the
cleaning process, and exception handling (also absent from XQuery !), which is very
important since exceptions may arise from a variety of sources in a cleaning context,
and they include valuable information for the user seeking to refine the process.
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